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Saturday, December 13 of 2014

MESSAGES FOR THE MONTHLY APPARITION IN THE CITY OF MINAS, LAVALLEJA, URUGUAY,
TRANSMITTED BY MARY, MOTHER AND LADY OF THE ANDES, IN THE CITY OF SANTIAGO,
CHILE, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

Dear children,

May Peace reign today and may each being reach the union with God for these times.

I Am the Mother and Lady of the Andes, I Am the Condor that flies over the world calling Her
children to redemption.  I come to this world to save it with the hope that Christ, your Lord, will
find the souls strengthened and decided to live the Plan of God.

For this My little children, open your eyes and look at the Star-Sun that enlightens you, look at the
mountains that surround you and invite you to elevate yourselves to find the path of the inner union
with God.

You, who are My disciples of the new time, have the mission of helping to transcend the human
conditions, so that this planet and all its minor kingdoms becomes sacred and blessed; but there is
still much to forgive inside and outside of you.

Dear children, I invite you to proceed without tiring, without discouragement, only looking towards
the top of the mountains in order to find Me in flight, guiding your lives and your steps.

For this last cycle of transition, you will find yourselves in many tests.  With joy and united to the
strength of the Heart of Christ, do not fear to unmask your old habits and, thus, to make them sacred
through the constancy in the prayer of the heart.

Now you are at the moment of never retreating and complying with this blessed project which
should incarnate in life and in the essence of all My servers.  While this is about to happen, I ask
that you live through the spirit, through the good courage and that you risk to banish your own self.

Now, as disciples, among you there should be no preferences; the path of My Heart indicates to you
the time for your rapid purification so that in this way the Light of Christ may dwell in you.

The Lord sends Me glorious and resplendent as the Condor of Light, so that humanity may
comprehend that it is no longer the moment to stop nor delay in this life.  It is time to walk, to
overcome barriers and obstacles inside and outside of your little beings; that will be only achieved
through a loving act of repentance, that which will lead you to do penance for all those who not
even think in God the Father.  Thus My little ones, you may be adults and may be mature to face
this last time of changes and of massive transformations.

When My Immaculate Spirit appeared for the first time upon the soil of Aurora, many did not
understand the meaning of My message, and the ones who accepted Me the priests, when at the time
I called them to accompany Me on this planetary mission of peace and of permanent pilgrimage. 
And this responsibility was granted to the more immature and inexperienced in the path of the spirit,
but it was only the faith that they incarnated and the devoted love to My Heart that permitted that
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My work towards other nations and continents.

Only by the love and fidelity of the prayer groups of the Network of Light I have been able to fulfill
the designs that God had given Me.

Remember children that I Am the Mother who must give you the essence of the Most Holy Trinity
for this cycle, so that all of you will be conceived and contemplated once again by the Merciful
Heart of God.  This is the work of the Mother of the Divine Conception of the Trinity: that all the
souls of the world may revive the union with the Love of the Father, with the Faith of the Son and
with the Wisdom of the Holy Spirit.

I still hope that My Holy Church in Uruguay and in the world may take the first step, in order for all
the good Christians to recognize My presence.

Dear children, as your Mother, I bring you to this day, the 13th of December, these reflections; I
wish every day that you may be able to grow and thus separate from the illusion with which the
enemy fills you and which confuses you.

May in this time of changes, your aspiration to be with Me be permanent.

My Light will always illuminate you!

Who blesses you, heals you and loves you,  

Your Mother Mary, Lady of the Andes


